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THE BEST HAUNTED HOUSE EVER
A Comedy Thriller in Two Acts

by PAT COOK

CAST OF CHARACTERS
# of lines

Hoover High School Students
NICK .......................................... brash teenager and leader  80

of the group
DOROTHY ................................. popular girl; trying to be brave 40
ADDIE........................................ logical girl; the group skeptic 60
GLORIA ..................................... the law-abiding type 37
JO .............................................. scared and not afraid to show it 50
LULU ......................................... fashion-conscious girl 45
PEG ........................................... mousy teenage girl; also one of  10

the gang
RUTHIE ..................................... bookish girl; also one of the gang 9
MURPHY ................................... Nick’s sidekick; not brave at all 73
FRANKIE ................................... tomboyish prankster 60

Jenkins High School Students
CLYDE ....................................... large jock-type; full of himself 100
SHERMAN ................................. Clyde’s sidekick; a jittery sort 76
MANDY ...................................... smart; the detective of the bunch 85
PHYLLIS .................................... nervous nellie 76
PRU ........................................... sarcastic joker 87

Others from the “Outside”
WATCHETT ............................... young, nervous policeman 101
KNIGHTFAL ............................... another; feet on the ground 47
PROFESSOR STITCH .............. the “ghost” of the late teacher 3
ZOMBIE ..................................... your average dead-type; female 14
RILEY ........................................ on-the-beat, no-nonsense  47

policeman
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SETTING
The setting for this scary little story is the living room of an old house, 
once belonging to Professor Jarvis Stitch, former high school biology 
teacher. The fl oor plan of the room includes four working doors, all 
opening UPSTAGE so the audience view is not blocked. The front 
door is located DOWN LEFT and leads outside. There is a light switch 
near the front door. The second door is located on the UP LEFT wall 
and leads into the kitchen. The third door, located on the UP RIGHT 
wall, leads to a closet. A single light is required behind this door to 
look like there’s a light “in” the closet. The fourth door, located on the 
DOWN RIGHT wall, leads into the library. There is also an EXIT UP 
CENTER that leads upstairs with an optional staircase.
The furniture in the room consists of an old weather-beaten couch 
near LEFT CENTER and a large wingback chair RIGHT CENTER. 
Both are covered by dusty-looking canvases. Additional optional 
pieces for effect might include an old-fashioned desk, another small 
table or a fi replace on  the STAGE LEFT wall.
The story takes place in the present. You may choose to set the story 
during the Halloween season or not. If you do not, then the students 
are creating a haunted house purely as a fund-raiser. After all, guests 
in Disneyland visit the haunted mansion there year-round. Why limit 
the thrills and chills to one season?!
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ACT ONE
AT RISE:  The living room in DARKNESS. All the HOOVER HIGH 
STUDENTS except FRANKIE are ONSTAGE, hidden by the darkness. 
NICK suddenly illuminates his face from below with a FLASHLIGHT 
as he sits on the fl oor in front of the couch.
NICK:  (In hushed tones.) Don’t be afraid. There’s no need to fear. 

After all, there’s nothing in the dark of night that’s not there in the 
daylight. Or is there? Oh, sure, we’ve all heard the story. Young 
Millicent Brown had been dared to go alone up to the old sawmill. 
And was she frightened? Only she knows that. Because, you 
see, she took the dare and went into that darkened and doomed 
building… all alone. She knew it was all in fun. And the others were 
just waiting for her to run away in fright. But she was going to show 
them. (Yells.) “Do your worst!” she cried out. But then, just as she 
was turning to leave, someone… something grabbed her! Fighting 
with all her strength, she could not get away! She was thrown 
down on a table, and then the saw-blade started loudly! (NICK 
turns FLASHLIGHT OFF as MURPHY makes a loud buzz saw 
or chainsaw noise, and the GIRLS all scream except for ADDIE. 
Just then the LIGHTS COME UP. MURPHY stands DOWN LEFT 
at the light switch. DOROTHY, LULU, ADDIE, GLORIA, RUTHIE, 
PEG and JO sit in a semi-circle near NICK. DOROTHY and LULU 
leap to their feet while GLORIA and JO hug each other. MURPHY 
and NICK rock with laughter.)

MURPHY:  That was great!
NICK:  (Points to the OTHERS.) We got you! We got you!
JO:  Oh! (Pushes GLORIA away.) Did not!
DOROTHY:  I wasn’t afraid!
LULU:  You just made a loud noise is all. Loud noises do that to me.
RUTHIE:  Me, too. It’s because of this old house.
MURPHY:  (Moves to the OTHERS.) Oh, just admit it—you were, all 

of you, scared.
GLORIA:  We were so not! (ALL get to their feet.)
ADDIE:  We were so not? No wonder you’re fl unking English.
NICK:  So, am I right or what? Is this a great place for our haunted 

house or what?
LULU:  Hey, if I was a ghost, I’d make a reservation here.
JO:  Ooh, maybe soon you will be a ghost. (Tickles PEG’S neck with 

her fi ngers.) Ooooweeeeooooo!
PEG:  Stop that!
GLORIA:  (Indicates JO.) So, now Jo’s not afraid anymore?
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JO:  I wasn’t afraid!
MURPHY:  Right, that’s why you were screaming so much.
RUTHIE:  You guys got my vote.
PEG:  Mine, too. Great place. (She and RUTHIE move to the DOWN 

LEFT door.)
DOROTHY:  Peg?!
GLORIA:  Ruthie? Where are you going?
RUTHIE:  Hey, Gloria, Nick and Murphy said they’d convince me and 

they did.
LULU:  Don’t leave!
PEG:  Hey, I have never claimed to be Buffy the Vampire Killer. ’Sides, 

I still have homework.
MURPHY:  Homework? (Shivers.) Now that scares me!
RUTHIE:  Have fun, you guys!
NICK:  Scaredy cats! What a coupl’a scaredy cats!
PEG:  Sticks and stones may break my bones—
RUTHIE:  But this place could kill you!
DOROTHY:  Oh, c’mon, you guys, don’t leave us alone with these 

maniacs. (Indicates BOYS.)
PEG:  They’re all yours! (She and RUTHIE EXIT DOWN LEFT.)
MURPHY:  (Waves at them.) Ain’t you scared to walk home by 

yourselves? (After a slight pause.) Hey, Ruthie, that ain’t nice! 
(Closes the door.)

JO:  Now, see what you did? You scared Ruthie and Peg!
MURPHY:  Yeah! (Giggles.) This place is great!
NICK:  And once we get those mondo-speakers of mine in here, we 

can really juice up this place with sound effects.
MURPHY:  And with a little work on the lights—we’re set.
NICK:  This is going to be the best haunted house ever!
DOROTHY:  You sure this is such a good idea? I mean, some people 

have weak hearts.
LULU:  And stomachs.
ADDIE:  And I am not on the clean-up crew.
GLORIA:  Are you guys sure we’re even allowed to be here?
NICK:  Don’t worry so much, Gloria goody-two-shoes. It’s gonna be 

great. We charge ’em fi ve bucks a head, and we’ll be rollin’ in the 
dough.

MURPHY:  (Crosses over to the OTHERS.) I know some guys who 
will come back fi ve or six times with a different girl each time!
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JO:  Oh, so it’s just the girls who’re going to get scared?
NICK:  Of course. I mean (Laughs and snorts.) we’re men!
MURPHY:  Yeah! (They both laugh gently. Just then a low MOAN is 

heard. The BOYS stop laughing.) What was that?
NICK:  (Unsure.) I don’t know. (The GIRLS move closer to the BOYS. 

The MOANING gets louder.)
LULU:  Maybe… maybe it’s Jo’s stomach. (Turns to JO.) You had 

those six tacos—
JO:  It’s not my stomach!
GLORIA:  (Looks UP RIGHT toward the closet.) It’s… it’s coming from 

over there.
ADDIE:  Behind that door.
DOROTHY:  Oh, it’s these two again! (Looks at NICK and MURPHY, 

who both shake their heads rapidly.)
LULU:  Or maybe not. (They look again at the closet door.)
GLORIA:  Somebody ought to check that out… you think?
MURPHY:  This is no time for bravery. Go ahead.
JO:  I thought you men weren’t afraid?!
NICK:  Hah? Oh, yeah! (Takes a deep breath.) Right. It’s probably just 

a stray cat.
MURPHY:  Fine, go feed it.
NICK:  Um… right. (Tiptoes UP RIGHT.)
MURPHY:  Glad to see those ballet classes are fi nally working for ya.
ADDIE:  Why’re you tiptoeing?
NICK:  To sneak up on it.
LULU:  Oh, good. Then you can scare it! (Looks at the OTHERS.) 

Whatever it is.
NICK:  (At the closet.) Okay. (Turns to the OTHERS.) Why are you all 

way over there? (As a group, the rest ALL move behind NICK.)
DOROTHY:  Go ahead, Nick.
NICK:  Thank you for your permission. (Gulps loudly and reaches for 

the closet door. Swings the door open, and a full-sized plastic 
human skeleton, fully dressed in shirt, pants and shoes and 
hanging on the inside of the door, fl ies INTO VIEW. NICK falls to 
the fl oor and screams! MURPHY screams as well.)

FRANKIE:  (Steps IN UP RIGHT, laughing and pointing at NICK.) 
Trick or treat! (The GIRLS then also join in, laughing and pointing 
at NICK and MURPHY.)

NICK:  (From the fl oor.) Frankie?!
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LULU:  Only the girls get scared, right, guys?
GLORIA:  Oh, they’re not scared!
DOROTHY:  They’re men!
MURPHY:  Hey, that ain’t funny!
JO:  You got ’em good, Frankie.
FRANKIE:  (Bows.) Thank you, thank you. My mother thanks you… 

(Raises one of the skeleton’s hands.) …my father thanks you.
MURPHY:  (To NICK.) You gonna lay there all night?
NICK:  You wanna get outta my way? (Slaps MURPHY on the leg and 

gets to his feet.)
GLORIA:  (To FRANKIE.) I thought you’d have gone to sleep in there 

by now.
FRANKIE:  I almost did! (Looks at NICK.) And the girl went into the 

sawmill alone—oh, please!
ADDIE:  (To FRANKIE.) I thought you were just going to jump out and 

grab Nick.
LULU:  Yeah, what’s with Mr. Bones here? And who dressed him? 

That outfi t is too tacky.
FRANKIE:  (Indicates the skeleton.) Would you believe it was already 

here? I opened this closet, and I thought I was gonna jump outta 
my skin.

DOROTHY:  Already here?
MURPHY:  Of course, don’t you remember?
NICK:  Why we chose this house in the fi rst place? It belonged to that 

old biology teacher.
LULU:  Jarvis Stitch?
MURPHY:  That’s the guy.
ADDIE:  Oh, I remember him! Deep, sunken eyes, always trembling, 

always in a bad mood.
JO:  That’s ’cause he had Nick and Murphy in his class.
GLORIA:  What happened to him, anyway?
DOROTHY:  Don’t you remember? He disappeared one day. Just… 

vanished.
MURPHY:  (Looks around.) Maybe the ghosts got him.
FRANKIE:  (Looks at the skeleton.) Maybe this is Mr. Stitch. (Looks 

at the OTHERS as they ALL think about this. There is a beat 
of silence.) I think I’ll close this, whaddaya say? (ALL agree 
quickly.)

MURPHY:  Good idea!
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JO:  Do it!
GLORIA:  Yeah, yeah. 
FRANKIE:  (Closes the closet door, waving at the skeleton as she 

does.) Bye-bye, bones!
NICK:  We can use him—leave him right there. He’ll be fi rst on our 

“haunted tour.”
MURPHY:  Hey, I wonder if old Stitch has any more of those things 

lying around?
LULU:  Or hanging around.
MURPHY:  Better it than us.
DOROTHY:  You mean more specimens? Like those dissected frogs 

and all that junk he kept in those jars? Ooh, you remember those? 
(Shivers.)

NICK:  Oh, man, I’m sure there are! We are going to clean up on this 
place.

MURPHY:  Did you check out any of the other rooms, Frankie?
FRANKIE:  Nope. I got this far, and that was plenty for me.
MURPHY:  Then what’re we waiting for? (Moves to DOWN RIGHT 

door.) Let’s go fi nd those jars and specimens and dissected 
whatevers!

NICK:  And you can lead the way.
MURPHY:  Right! (Stops, looks at the door.) Wait a minute, what am I 

doing?! (Moves behind FRANKIE.)
FRANKIE:  Oh! I’ll go!
LULU:  Not without us!
GLORIA:  Guys, are you sure we should be doing this?
NICK:  It’s no big deal. Uh, after you, Frankie.
FRANKIE:  (Slowly opens the door, which makes a CREAKING 

SOUND, and turns to the OTHERS.) Why do the doors always 
creak?

ADDIE:  I thought that was you. (FRANKIE slaps ADDIE on the 
shoulder.)

NICK:  Go ahead!
FRANKIE:  Yeah, yeah. (Slowly EXITS DOWN RIGHT, followed by 

ALL except MURPHY. ADDIE is the last one OUT.)
MURPHY:  Maybe somebody should stay here in case the rest of you, 

like, die. (ADDIE reaches back IN DOWN RIGHT, grabs MURPHY 
by the collar and pulls him OFF. After a slight pause, the DOWN 
LEFT door opens.)
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CLYDE:  (Looks IN.) Wow! Look at this place! (Calls OFF.) C’mon 
in! This is great! (ENTERS. Slowly, PHYLLIS, MANDY and PRU 
ENTER behind him. PRU looks behind her, reaches out the door 
and yanks SHERMAN INTO the room.)

PHYLLIS:  You sure it’s okay?
CLYDE:  Hey, this is perfect! (Moves further into the room.)
PRU:  (To SHERMAN.) What were you doing, Sherman?
SHERMAN:  Huh? Oh, I was… reconnoitering.
PRU:  What does that mean?
MANDY:  It means he was scared and standing on the porch.
CLYDE:  This is perfect! Did I tell you this will make a great haunted 

house or what?
PHYLLIS:  You got my vote. I’m scared already.
MANDY:  And it’s okay with the school to use this place?
CLYDE:  Hey, what they don’t know won’t hurt them. This place will 

go down in history as the best haunted house in Jenkins High 
School’s… uh… history.

PRU:  (Indicates CLYDE.) Oh, check out the jock—he just used “history” 
twice in the same sentence, and he hasn’t been to class once.

MANDY:  I wonder why the lights were on?
CLYDE:  Who cares? Let’s check out this joint. (They ALL fan out into 

the room.)
MANDY:  It’s sure creepy enough.
PHYLLIS:  Why is everything covered up? (Fingers the couch cover.)
MANDY:  Reminds me of my aunt’s house. She’s got whole rooms 

she won’t let us into.
PRU:  Fine—next year we’ll have the haunted house at your aunt’s.
MANDY:  Oh, that’d be a good choice. She had two husbands we still 

don’t know what she did with.
CLYDE:  (At the staircase UP CENTER.) I’ll bet the really scary stuff 

is upstairs. (Looks at the OTHERS.) Hey, Pru. You ever see 
“Psycho”?

PRU:  I thought that was your nickname.
CLYDE:  One of the scariest movies ever made. And in black and 

white. You didn’t see the red of the blood gushing down the drain 
and—

PHYLLIS:  Can we not talk about blood? Please?
CLYDE:  (Laughs.) Phyllis, you got to have lots of blood if we’re going 

to scare anyone here.
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MANDY:  You can scare people plenty without buckets of blood.
PRU:  Yeah, take Clyde’s face, for instance.
CLYDE:  You’re crazy.
SHERMAN:  (Points UP RIGHT.) Is that a closet there?
MANDY:  Congratulations, boy. You found it. You open it.
SHERMAN:  Okay, what’s the big deal? (Moves UP RIGHT. The 

OTHERS move together and watch him.)
PHYLLIS:  I just got a funny feeling.
PRU:  Defi ne funny and be quick about it.
PHYLLIS:  You know, when you get a sudden chill for no reason at all?
CLYDE:  Ah, you’re all nuts. Sherm, open the door.
SHERMAN:  (Now at the closet.) Right. (Reaches over and grabs the 

doorknob, then looks back at the OTHERS.) You know, there may 
be bats in here.

MANDY:  In a closet? You don’t get bats in a closet.
PRU:  No, they’re upstairs with all the blood.
SHERMAN:  I guess. (Nervously grabs the doorknob again and turns 

to the OTHERS.) What about moths?
CLYDE:  What about moths?
SHERMAN:  You get those in a closet.
CLYDE:  There ain’t any moths in that closet!
SHERMAN:  How do you know?
CLYDE:  ’Cause… the bats probably scared them off.
SHERMAN:  I hate it when he gets logical.
CLYDE:  Open the door!
SHERMAN:  Fine! (Swings open the door and there is nothing there—

the skeleton has vanished!) Man! This is a big walk-in closet. 
(Looks inside the closet, then EXITS UP RIGHT into it.)

CLYDE:  See? No bats.
PRU:  No, just big, blood-sucking moths. (Waves her hands eerily.) 

Ooooweeeeooooo!  (Again, the OTHERS fan out into the room, 
looking around.)

PHYLLIS:  (Moves behind the couch.) You know, this could be a lot of 
fun after all.

CLYDE:  (Indicates PHYLLIS.) See? Phyllis has the right idea. We’ll 
make a fortune. (Moves to PHYLLIS and steps in front of the couch.) 
We can charge them to come in and then charge them to leave.

MANDY:  What’ll we do to scare them? Lots of weird music and sound 
effects?
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PRU:  Chains rattling, screams.
CLYDE:  Let them do the screaming.
MANDY:  I just hope nobody faints. Nobody heavy, anyway. 
PHYLLIS:  We can use some of these covers here. Put them over our 

heads, and we can be the ghosts. (Pulls the cover off the couch 
to reveal another identically dressed human skeleton, lying on it. 
[See PRODUCTION NOTES.]) Just like this. (Covers herself and 
walks around, making spooky sounds.)

CLYDE:  Oh, that is so lame! You can’t— (Turns and sees the 
skeleton.) I… I… Yeeee! (His eyes cross, and he faints.)

MANDY:  Clyde!
SHERMAN’S VOICE:  (From the closet.) What happened?! (Runs IN 

UP RIGHT, shuts the door and rushes over to the OTHERS.)
PRU:  Clyde? Are you yanking us?
MANDY:  He was— (Turns to the couch.) Oh… Oh! Uh-oh!
PRU:  (Rushes over to MANDY.) What? (With a shaking hand, MANDY 

points to the skeleton.) I… I… 
MANDY:  Don’t you faint! (PHYLLIS pulls the cover off and looks at 

the couch, eyes bulging.)
SHERMAN:  Will you all stop and— (Sees the skeleton. He jumps and 

then composes himself. As he speaks, his voice cracks.) Who… 
who ordered the human skeleton?

PRU:  Maybe it was C.O.D. Corpse on Delivery.
MANDY:  (Sarcastic.) Funny! I suppose it came through the ghost 

offi ce.
PRU:  Oh, Clyde put that there, and he’s faking it!
PHYLLIS:  (Looks down at CLYDE.) I’m not so sure.
SHERMAN:  (Feels his throat.) Hey, I think my voice fi nally changed.
PHYLLIS:  Maybe somebody else put that there to scare us.
PRU:  You think?!
MANDY:  Yeah. And we sure showed them, didn’t we?
PRU:  Then what about Clyde? (They all look down at CLYDE.)
PHYLLIS:  We should do something, shouldn’t we?
SHERMAN:  Yeah, we can’t just keep standing around him like a 

campfi re.
PHYLLIS:  (Panicky.) What do you do when somebody faints?
SHERMAN:  Go get the nurse!
PHYLLIS:  We’re not in school right now!
SHERMAN:  I know where she lives—I could drive over!
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MANDY:  (Looks at CLYDE.) I don’t know. Clyde seems so peaceful 
now. Like… like… (Looks at the OTHERS and they look back.)

PHYLLIS:  You don’t think?! (ALL squat in between CLYDE and the 
couch and shake him to wake him up.)

SHERMAN:  Clyde? Clyde! Speak, boy!
CLYDE:  (Comes to.) Huh… wha…? Mom, the dog followed me home!
MANDY:  Wha’d he say?
PRU:  (To SHERMAN.) He thinks you’re his mother!
SHERMAN:  (In deep tones.) Even with this voice?
PHYLLIS:  (Shakes CLYDE again.) Clyde! Wake up!
CLYDE:  What? (Opens his eyes.) What happened?
PHYLLIS:  You fainted.
CLYDE:  What? Are you crazy? (Gets to his feet and brushes himself 

off.) No such thing.
PRU:  You did!
CLYDE:  And what makes you think that?
MANDY:  Oh, we just sort of deduced that you had fainted after you 

saw that and passed right out!
CLYDE:  Saw what? (The OTHERS move, and CLYDE sees the 

skeleton again.)
MANDY:  That! (Points to the skeleton.)
CLYDE:  That? I… EEEeeee… (Starts wobbling again.)
PRU:  Why’d you show him the skeleton again?
SHERMAN:  Timber! (The OTHERS grab CLYDE to steady him.)
CLYDE:  (Shakes them off.) I’m okay, all right?! See? (Moves around 

a bit to demonstrate.)
MANDY:  Fine! But if you didn’t put that there… then who did?
CLYDE:  (Snaps his fi ngers.) I bet it was somebody trying to scare 

us!
PRU:  Somebody slap a gold star on his forehead!
PHYLLIS:  Then that can mean only one thing.
SHERMAN:  What?
PHYLLIS:  That somebody must know we’re here. And that they’re 

still here!
SHERMAN:  (Voice quakes.) You said only one thing.
PRU:  Oh, don’t go changing your voice back again.
CLYDE:  Listen, here’s what we do. If somebody is out to scare us, I 

say let’s get them.
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SHERMAN:  Let’s get them what?
CLYDE:  We’ll take their stupid old skeleton—that’ll show ’em. (Moves 

to the couch.)
MANDY:  And do what with it?
CLYDE:  We’ll let them know we know about them. Take the cover off 

that chair. (Indicates the wingback chair.) We’ll move it.
PRU:  (Deadpan.) Wow, will they ever survive the blow?
PHYLLIS:  Wait—then they’ll know that we know. (Moves the cover 

off the wingback chair, and CLYDE places the skeleton in it, sitting 
upright. MANDY and PRU replace the cover over the couch.)

CLYDE:  That’s the idea.
SHERMAN:  That we know that they know that we know that—

somebody stop me!
CLYDE:  What happened to your voice? (Covers the chair and 

skeleton with the canvas cover.)
SHERMAN:  I’ve been screaming a lot.
PRU:  Now what do we do?
CLYDE:  We wait and see who shows up.
PHYLLIS:  I don’t know if this is such a good idea.
CLYDE:  Sure. One of us can go outside and see who comes in. 

(Looks around.) Now, who wants to go outside? (The OTHERS 
look at each other for a brief moment.)

SHERMAN:  I’ll go!
PRU:  (Same time as SHERMAN.) I volunteer!
PHYLLIS:  (Same time as SHERMAN.) I’ll do it!
MANDY:  Me! Me! (ALL but CLYDE rush over to DOWN LEFT door.)
CLYDE:  Hey, not everybody! 
SHERMAN:  (Opens the door, looks out and then quickly closes it 

again.) Company!
CLYDE:  Ah-haaa! Now we’ll get ’em!
PHYLLIS:  I don’t think so. It’s the police!
PRU:  The police? Coming here?
SHERMAN:  Yeah, the nerve—just walking into an empty house like 

we just did!
CLYDE:  Everybody hide! (They all look around, run around and all 

end up at the closet.)
SHERMAN:  I saw it fi rst!
PRU:  (Same time as SHERMAN.) Let me in there!
CLYDE:  Let me through!
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PHYLLIS:  Let’s all get in here! (They EXIT UP RIGHT and, fi nally, 
with CLYDE being the last one, he forces the OTHERS further 
into the closet and pulls the door shut. Just then KNIGHTFAL and 
WATCHETT open the door DOWN LEFT.)

KNIGHTFAL:  Don’t see anyone. (ENTERS, followed by WATCHETT. 
Both of them speak rather loudly. They are both somewhat young-
looking although tall, and WATCHETT has obvious stubble on his 
chin.)

WATCHETT:  Probably just as well. The last thing we want is a bunch 
of kids messing around here.

KNIGHTFAL:  It won’t be the fi rst time.
WATCHETT:  (Shakes his head.) You’d think they’d learn.
KNIGHTFAL:  I know. (Looks around and moves UP RIGHT.) If they 

only knew what happened here, though, they wouldn’t be so keen 
to ever set foot in this place.

WATCHETT:  That was horrible, wasn’t it?
KNIGHTFAL:  You can say that again. (Reaches for the closet door.)
WATCHETT:  Hey?
KNIGHTFAL:  (Stops and turns.) What?
WATCHETT:  I wonder how come the lights were on?
KNIGHTFAL:  Hmm. Didn’t think about that. (Moves to WATCHETT.) You 

think somebody is here?
WATCHETT:  You mean besides us?
KNIGHTFAL:  (After a beat.) And you wonder why you keep fl unking 

the sergeant’s exam?
WATCHETT:  (Moves toward the stairs.) Oh, yeah. You think we 

should investigate the premises?
KNIGHTFAL:  (Follows.) Might not be such a bad idea. (The OFFICERS 

are both facing UPSTAGE as NICK ENTERS UP LEFT, followed 
by ADDIE and GLORIA. NICK sees the OFFICERS, gulps and 
turns back, pushing ADDIE and GLORIA back OUT, then closes 
the door.)

WATCHETT:  You mean… actually go through the house?
KNIGHTFAL:  (Almost laughing.) Now don’t tell me you’re afraid?
WATCHETT:  No! No! No! A little. Hey, man, be fair! You know the 

stories! Something about that acid he invented.
KNIGHTFAL:  Nah, it wasn’t an acid. He’d been working on some 

chemical that would attack and eat away diseased cells in a body.
WATCHETT:  That’s it. Turned out to be some sort of virus—
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KNIGHTFAL:  Uh-huh, and it didn’t just eat the diseased parts but 
kept going. It would eat all the fl esh, organs, everything!

WATCHETT:  And then leave only the person’s clothes, shoes, 
glasses… and bones.

KNIGHTFAL:  “Old Cut ’N’ Stitch,” they called him then. Then those 
poor teenagers—just come in for a joke and—

WATCHETT:  I tell you that virus is still here, even if he ain’t. (Looks 
around.) In this sad old house, just waiting to attack anyone, 
anytime!

KNIGHTFAL:  Only Jarvis Stitch would know that for sure.
WATCHETT:  Think he’ll ever turn up?
KNIGHTFAL:  Who knows? (Moves to the DOWN LEFT door.) I know 

if I was a teenager, I wouldn’t be caught dead here.
WATCHETT:  (Moves to KNIGHTFAL.) Yeah, ’cause if they were, they 

would be.
KNIGHTFAL:  What?
WATCHETT:  It made sense when I started it.
KNIGHTFAL:  Hey, Watchett.
WATCHETT:  Yeah?
KNIGHTFAL:  You need a shave.
WATCHETT:  (Grins and caresses his stubble-covered chin.) Hey, I 

just shaved an hour ago.
KNIGHTFAL:  Right. Turn out these lights, will ya? (EXITS DOWN 

LEFT.)
WATCHETT:  ’Kay. (Looks around.) Those poor kids. (Flips the light 

switch, and the LIGHTS BLACK OUT. He EXITS. All is quiet for a 
brief moment. [It is during this BLACKOUT that the skeleton in the 
chair is removed and an actor—an extra or one of the actresses 
who plays PEG or RUTHIE—takes its place in the chair under the 
cover. At the same time, the actor or a stagehand brings on “page 
17” of the newspaper and places it under the couch cover.] After 
a while, we hear the STUDENTS rustling around in the closet. 
The following lines are delivered in loud whispers from OFF UP 
RIGHT.)

PHYLLIS’S VOICE:  Are they gone?
CLYDE’S VOICE:  How would I know?
PRU’S VOICE:  I don’t hear anything.
SHERMAN’S VOICE:  I say let’s stay here a little longer.
MANDY’S VOICE:  Until when?
SHERMAN’S VOICE:  Until we graduate.
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CLYDE’S VOICE:  I’m going to open the door.
PHYLLIS’S VOICE:  Wait a minute! What if the cops are still out 

there?!
PRU’S VOICE:  Hang on. I think I found a light chain in here. (A LIGHT 

COMES ON in the closet; its rays are seen under the door and in 
the cracks.)

MANDY’S VOICE:  Oh, real good! Now, if the cops are still there they 
can see the light on in here!

CLYDE’S VOICE:  I’m going to open the door.
SHERMAN’S VOICE:  Clyde!
CLYDE’S VOICE:  Just a crack! Ready? (All of a sudden, the closet 

door bursts open, and the STUDENTS fall INTO the room 
UP RIGHT, ending up in a pile on the fl oor. The closet LIGHT 
illuminates the room.)

PHYLLIS:  Will you get off me?!
PRU:  Your elbow is right in my ribs!
MANDY:  I thought you said you were just going to open the door a 

crack?
CLYDE:  I did! Will you all, like, not go nuts for once?! (They ALL get 

to their feet.)
PHYLLIS:  I’m sorry! This place gives me the screaming shivers.
PRU:  Did you hear what those cops said? About that virus?!
MANDY:  (Sarcastic.) No, I’d wandered off by myself in there.
CLYDE:  Those were just stories. (Moves to the DOWN LEFT door.) 

We’ve all heard those things for years!
SHERMAN:  What’re you doing?
CLYDE:  Going to see if they’re still out there.
PRU:  Not without me, you don’t! (Rushes over behind CLYDE.)
MANDY:  Me, either!
PHYLLIS:  Just look through the peephole! (She and MANDY also 

rush over to CLYDE.)
SHERMAN:  I’m staying here in this nice, warm light. (CLYDE tries to 

look through the DOWN LEFT door peephole.)
PRU:  Do you see anything?
CLYDE:  Hang on! Give me a chance.
PHYLLIS:  Well?
CLYDE:  I don’t see anything.
SHERMAN:  As long as we don’t see anything, I’m happy. (Just 

then the FIGURE in the wingback, still covered, rises to its feet. 
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SHERMAN turns and sees this.) Ga… ga… ga… (Speaks in a 
falsetto voice.) Guys? I think we… we… we may have company! 
(With a shaking fi nger, he points to the chair. The FIGURE in the 
chair sits again. The OTHERS turn to him.)

PHYLLIS:  What?
CLYDE:  Where?
SHERMAN:  There! (Regains his voice.) That… that thing in the chair! 

It… it…
CLYDE:  It what?
SHERMAN:  It ju— it ju— it ju— (PHYLLIS, MANDY and PRU move 

to SHERMAN. CLYDE moves a few steps in SHERMAN’S 
direction.)

MANDY:  Sherman, what is it?
PRU:  Get hold of yourself!
SHERMAN:  It just… it just got up!
CLYDE:  What? (Suddenly, the LIGHTS COME UP in the room. 

CLYDE turns and stares at the light switch.)
PHYLLIS:  Good idea, Clyde, turning the lights back on.
PRU:  What do you mean it got up?!
SHERMAN:  I just saw it! (MANDY moves to the closet and pulls the 

string, turning OFF the LIGHT inside it.)
CLYDE:  Guys?
PRU:  What?
CLYDE:  I didn’t turn the lights back on.
MANDY:  What? (Closes the closet door.)
PHYLLIS:  You mean the lights… just came on by themselves?
SHERMAN:  I’m getting outta here! (Rushes to the DOWN LEFT door .)
PRU:  I’m with him! (She and PHYLLIS follow.)
MANDY:  Wait for me! (Follows the OTHERS.)
CLYDE:  Hang on, there must be some reason they came back on!
SHERMAN:  So we can see the maniac comin’ at us! (Pulls on the 

door, but it won’t budge.)
PRU:  (Indicates CLYDE.) Some reason, he says. This from the same 

guy who just fainted!
CLYDE:  I did not faint! (SHERMAN tries the door again.) My blood 

sugar is low!
SHERMAN:  Come on, come on…! (Keeps trying the door.)
CLYDE:  (Turns to SHERMAN.) Now what?
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SHERMAN:  It’s locked! The door’s locked! It was open, and now it’s 
locked! Make it open!

MANDY:  Just like that?!
PRU:  (Looks around.) It’s like the house won’t let us leave!
MANDY:  Break the lock!
CLYDE:  No! That’s against the law!
PHYLLIS:  Breaking and entering is against the law! I don’t think it’s 

illegal to break and leave! 
SHERMAN:  (Grabs CLYDE by his jacket lapels.) That’s it! The house 

wants us! Don’t you see?
CLYDE:  Will you let go of me?!
SHERMAN:  It’s open, and the lights are on when we get here, right? 

Then, once we’re inside, once it has us, it won’t let us leave!  Don’t 
you see that? There’s no other explanation!

CLYDE:  How about the cops locked the door when they left. 
(SHERMAN and the GIRLS think about this.)

SHERMAN:  (Lets go of CLYDE.) Oh, yeah.
PRU:  (Same time as SHERMAN.) That could work.
MANDY:  Good point.
SHERMAN:  (Sheepish.) I guess I got a little carried away.
CLYDE:  I guess you did.
MANDY:  And telling us you saw that skeleton get up and all.
SHERMAN:  Yeah. (Suddenly panicked again, pointing to the chair.) It 

got up! I saw it! It got up!
CLYDE:  Oh, this is ridiculous. (Moves to the wingback chair.)
PRU:  What’re you going to do?
CLYDE:  I’m going to show Sherman there’s nothing here.
MANDY:  Better you than me.
CLYDE:  (At the chair.) Now, look. (As he reaches for the cover on the 

chair, the LIGHTS BLACK OUT again.) Okay, who turned out the 
lights? (It is during this BLACKOUT that the FIGURE in the chair 
may EXIT.)

MANDY:  Not me!
PHYLLIS:  Me, either!
PRU:  Not I, said Henny Penny!
SHERMAN:  The sky is falling!
CLYDE:  Then will somebody turn the lights on?
PHYLLIS:  Hang on! (Flips the light switch, and the LIGHTS COME 

UP again.)
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CLYDE:  There! Now, look! (Reaches for the cover. SHERMAN covers 
his eyes.) See? (Pulls off the cover to reveal an empty chair.) 
Nothing here.

SHERMAN:  (Peeks.) Huh? (Takes his hands away from his face.) 
Oh, good!

PRU:  You were imagining things.
SHERMAN:  I guess my eyes were playing tricks on me.
MANDY:  (After a slight pause.) Um… Clyde?
CLYDE:  What now?!
MANDY:  You put that skeleton there, remember?
CLYDE:  Yeah? (Suddenly looks at the chair and drops the cover.) 

Yeah!
SHERMAN:  Maybe… maybe your eyes are playing tricks on you, too. 

All our eyes are magicians!
CLYDE:  Okay, that’s it! There’s somebody in this house, and we’re 

gonna fi nd them! (Moves to  DOWN RIGHT door.)
PHYLLIS:  Hey. What was it that cop said? Something about that stuff 

eating away all the fl esh and only leaving the clothes and bones?
PRU:  Yeah?
PHYLLIS:  That skeleton was only clothes and bones. (EVERYONE 

thinks about this for a moment. After a beat, CLYDE steps to 
DOWN RIGHT door.)

MANDY:  (To CLYDE.) Where are you going?
CLYDE:  I’m not going to be made a fool of again!
PRU:  What do you have, a quota, or something?
PHYLLIS:  Well, I don’t know about them, but I’m staying here.
SHERMAN:  What she said.
CLYDE:  Fine. But you can’t get out that way. (Refers to DOWN LEFT 

door. The OTHERS look at each other and then gallop over to 
CLYDE.)

MANDY:  I’m going with Clyde!
PRU:  Good idea—let’s check the house out!
PHYLLIS:  And all stick together!
SHERMAN:  Hey, like gum on your shoe.
CLYDE:  Ready? (Slowly opens the DOWN RIGHT door and, again, it 

CREAKS. He speaks with a ghoulish accent.) Walk this way, my 
pretties.

PRU:  Oh, shut up!
MANDY:  Yeah!
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SHERMAN:  (Mumbles to himself.) Just clothes and bones, just 
clothes and bones, ay-yi-yi… (They all EXIT DOWN RIGHT, 
closing the door behind them. After a brief pause, PROFESSOR 
STITCH ENTERS UP CENTER and moves down the stairs. He 
is wearing a stained lab coat and thick glasses. Near the bottom 
of the stairs, he looks around and laughs in a sinister but quiet 
fashion.)

PROFESSOR STITCH:  Now, I have you. And soon I’ll get you all! 
(Laughs again and pulls a large knife from his pocket. Stops 
laughing and tiptoes back UP CENTER. He’s OUT.)

MURPHY:  (Just then, looks IN UP LEFT.) Nobody here. (ENTERS, 
followed by NICK, JO, FRANKIE, LULU, DOROTHY and 
GLORIA.)

NICK:  I tell you, there were cops in here!
DOROTHY:  You’re making that up.
GLORIA:  He’s just trying to scare us.
NICK:  If I was trying to scare you, I’d say it was your father.
LULU:  That’d scare me.
FRANKIE:  (Looks around.) Hey? Where’s Addie?
NICK:  Huh? (Calls UP LEFT.) Addie! Get in here! 
ADDIE:  (ENTERS UP LEFT, carrying an old newspaper.) Yeah, yeah, 

I’m right here.
JO:  What’s that?
MURPHY:  I think it’s a newspaper.
FRANKIE:  (Indicates MURPHY.) He’s our valedictorian. (MURPHY 

giggles at this.)
NICK:  Will you put that down?
ADDIE:  No, listen. This has a story in it about old Professor Stitch.
JO:  Read it!
DOROTHY:  Let’s don’t and say we did.
NICK:  Go ahead. Maybe there’s some stuff in there we can use for 

our haunted house.
ADDIE:  Okay. (Reads as the OTHERS gather around her.) “High 

School Teacher Wreaks Horror. Today it was learned that 
biology teacher Jarvis Stitch may have been the cause for the 
disappearance of several teenagers missing for the last few 
months. Due to complaints from several of his neighbors that 
he was keeping odd hours and performing unusual experiments, 
Professor Stitch’s house was investigated today by local 
authorities. While they didn’t fi nd the biology teacher, they were 
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horrifi ed to fi nd, in several rooms, the dismembered sections of 
continued on page 17.” (Thumbs through the rest of the paper.)

JO:  What?
LULU:  Dismembered sections of what?!
ADDIE:  I can’t fi nd it—it’s not here.
MURPHY:  It’s got to be there!
NICK:  Keep looking!
ADDIE:  It’s not here! (Closes the paper and looks around.) You know 

what that means? That somewhere in this house, there could 
be—

JO:  Student bodies?
GLORIA:  Lots of student bodies?
FRANKIE:  Dismembered sections of student bodies?
ADDIE:  No, page 17. 
JO:  (Grabs the newspaper from ADDIE.) Give me that! (Folds the 

paper and shoves it in her back pocket. Just then a low MOANING 
is heard. JO shrieks. The STUDENTS ALL FREEZE.)

MURPHY:  (After a pause.) Did you hear that?
DOROTHY:  I didn’t hear any moan. (Another MOAN, this time louder 

and longer.)
LULU:  I didn’t hear that, either.
NICK:  (Looks up the stairs.) It’s coming from… up there.
MURPHY:  No! No, it’s coming from down here!
NICK:  I tell you it’s up there.
MURPHY:  Maybe the ghost is a ventriloquist!
JO:  And you’re the dummy.
NICK:  Will you all shut up? Now, listen! (They ALL get quiet and listen. 

ALL are facing up the stairs. Suddenly, a loud, slow KNOCK is 
heard. They ALL turn to the DOWN LEFT door.)

DOROTHY:  Was that what we’re listening for?
LULU:  Somebody wants in!
JO:  Wait, that didn’t come from the front door.
MURPHY:  Fine, you go see where it came from.
FRANKIE:  Oh, what a bunch of ’fraidy cats! (Moves around the room. 

Another MOAN is heard from UP CENTER. JO shrieks. Again the 
OTHERS, except for FRANKIE, look up and gather around the 
stairs.)

DOROTHY:  There it goes again! (FRANKIE is now near the closet. 
She turns and looks at the door.)
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MURPHY:  Whatever it is, I don’t think we can help it.
LULU:  Why not?
MURPHY:  ’Cause it’s already dead!
JO:  If it’s dead, it can’t moan!
MURPHY:  Tell it that! (Just then a ZOMBIE opens the UP RIGHT 

door. It is dressed as a student but covered in dust with a pale, 
sunken face. Only FRANKIE sees it. She points at it, her mouth 
moving, but no sound comes out.)

NICK:  Aw, come on! There must be someone here.
ADDIE:  Of course there’s someone here—they’re the ones 

moaning!
NICK:  No, I mean an alive someone, and they’re just trying to scare 

us! (The ZOMBIE awkwardly holds out its hands and moves 
toward FRANKIE as if to grab her. She stands still, eyes wide and 
mouth noiselessly moving.)

DOROTHY:  Well, he’s doing a great job!
ADDIE:  So, what do we do now?
LULU:  I don’t know about you, but I’m perfectly happy right here. 

(Another louder MOAN is heard. JO shrieks again. The ZOMBIE 
stops in its tracks, then turns and moves toward the DOWN 
RIGHT door.)

ADDIE:  I think Jo needs to be oiled.
NICK:  I say we go upstairs and show them they can’t scare us like a 

bunch of little kids.
MURPHY:  Good. You go tell them that, and we’ll be here rooting for 

you.
FRANKIE:  (Finds her voice.) Eeeyaaa…
GLORIA:  Now it’s downstairs! (The ZOMBIE EXITS DOWN RIGHT, 

closing door behind it.)
NICK:  Fine! You all look here, and I’ll go up! (Moves up the stairs and 

stops. Looks back.) Me and Murphy.
MURPHY:  Oh, sure! It’s always the best friend who’s the fi rst to die!
NICK:  Let’s go! (EXITS UP CENTER.)
MURPHY:  If we don’t come back down, don’t anybody open my gym 

locker.
NICK’S VOICE:  (From OFF UP CENTER.) Murphy!
MURPHY:  Right. (EXITS UP CENTER.)
FRANKIE:  (Still pointing at the closet.) Ahh… eeeaahhh…
LULU:  Hey, that sounds like Frankie!
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JO:  Where is she?!
FRANKIE:  Over… over here! (JO, DOROTHY, GLORIA, LULU and 

ADDIE rush over to FRANKIE.)
ADDIE:  Frankie! What… what is it?
GLORIA:  You saw something? (To the OTHERS.) She saw something! 

(Back to FRANKIE.) You saw something?
FRANKIE:  It… it… came out of the closet.
ADDIE:  Oh, right. Now she’s trying to scare us with that old 

skeleton.
FRANKIE:  No, it wasn’t a skeleton. (Looks back at the closet.) Or… if 

it was, it bulked up some.
JO:  What do you mean?
FRANKIE:  It was like a person—
LULU:  Like us?
DOROTHY:  A student?
FRANKIE:  Uh-huh, only deader.
JO/ADDIE/LULU/GLORIA:  What?!
FRANKIE:  You saw it, didn’t you? You all saw it, didn’t you?!
LULU:  We didn’t see anything.
JO:  We were over by those stairs.
FRANKIE:  It was horrible! (Grabs ADDIE.) It must’ve been a ghost!
LULU:  Frankie, will you, like, get a grip?!
ADDIE:  (Tries to free FRANKIE’S hands.) She’s got a pretty good grip 

right now!
JO:  Well, where is it?
GLORIA:  Hang on. (Opens the closet and looks inside.)
ADDIE:  See, there’s nothing in there!
JO:  Wait. Where’s the skeleton?
GLORIA:  Huh? Oh. Oh! (Jumps away from the closet, slamming the 

door.)
FRANKIE:  It went… in there. (Again, points a shaking fi nger DOWN 

RIGHT.)
ADDIE:  Hang on. Now, let’s us all just think about this a minute.
FRANKIE:  What?
ADDIE:  You see a ghost at the same time the boys just happen to 

have left us?
DOROTHY:  Coincidence, you think?
LULU:  No! We—you (Indicates FRANKIE.) got set up.
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FRANKIE:  Why, those dirty little—!
JO:  Well, I say it’s time we turned the tables on those two, once and 

for all.
FRANKIE:  Fine! And let’s start with that pal of theirs—
DOROTHY:  The one you saw?
FRANKIE:  Right, and make him confess! (Moves to the DOWN 

RIGHT door. The other GIRLS move to FRANKIE.)
LULU:  Let’s go!
FRANKIE:  Quiet, now. (Opens the door and, in single fi le, the GIRLS 

EXIT DOWN RIGHT. Just after this, in single fi le, PHYLLIS, 
MANDY and PRU ENTER UP LEFT.)

MANDY:  I tell you those guys are up to something! (The GIRLS move 
to the couch.)

PRU:  I’m starting to think that way, too. They send us back in here 
while they go off on their own?

PHYLLIS:  I guess. You know who I keep expecting to show up here?
MANDY:  Shannon Doherty?
PHYLLIS:  Nah, those people from “The X Files.”
PRU:  Well, they won’t show up here.
PHYLLIS:  Why not?
PRU:  They got cancelled.
PHYLLIS/MANDY:  Oh, yeah.
MANDY:  They’re setting us up again, you watch.
PHYLLIS:  Don’t worry, I’ll keep my eyes open. (At that moment, 

PROFESSOR STITCH APPEARS UP CENTER and sees the 
GIRLS. They do not see him.)

PRU:  Me, too. This is just the sort of thing they’d do. Make sure 
we’re alone and then creep up behind us. (PROFESSOR STITCH 
slowly comes down the stairs.)

MANDY:  Knowing full well that we’d probably scream at the slightest 
spooky sound.

PHYLLIS:  They’d come up with some lame ghost costume or 
something. (PROFESSOR STITCH again pulls out the knife.)

PRU:  I’m telling you, we can’t let them get the drop on us!
PHYLLIS:  Don’t worry, we won’t.
MANDY:  What do they think, we’re stupid or something? 

(PROFESSOR STITCH raises the knife. Just then the DOWN 
RIGHT DOOR RATTLES. The GIRLS look at the door as 
PROFESSOR STITCH EXITS UP LEFT.)
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PRU:  (Almost whispering.) And there they are now!
PHYLLIS:  (Also whispering.) Oh, please!
MANDY:  (Also whispering.) They fi gure we’re supposed to squeal 

like little girls now. Well, let’s not disappoint them. (Tiptoes DOWN 
RIGHT.)

PHYLLIS:  What’re you going to do?
MANDY:  (Waves them to follow.) Come on.
PRU:  Right behind you.
PHYLLIS:  We’ll get them. (She and PRU move up behind MANDY.)
PRU:  And how.
PHYLLIS:  Right. (A slight pause.) What’re we going to do?
MANDY:  (At the DOWN RIGHT door.) As soon as I yank the door 

open, we all scream as loud as we can.
PRU:  Ooh! Good!
MANDY:  Ready? (PHYLLIS and PRU nod. MANDY reaches for the 

doorknob. Before she can open it, however, the DOWN LEFT 
door SWINGS OPEN with a bang! [See PRODUCTION NOTES.] 
The GIRLS all hug each other and scream! MANDY composes 
herself.) Oh, stop it! (The GIRLS pull away from each other.)

PRU:  Sorry.
PHYLLIS:  Just clearing my throat.
MANDY:  See? They did it! They just fl ung open the door and got us!
PRU:  (Looks at the DOWN LEFT door.) But… where are they?
PHYLLIS:  And how’d they get the door open?
PRU:  Yeah! It was locked, wasn’t it?
MANDY:  Oh, right! And who told us it was locked?
PRU/PHYLLIS:  The guys!
MANDY:  Uh-huh. Now, let’s see where they ran off to. (Tiptoes 

DOWN LEFT.)
PRU:  Why’re you tiptoeing?
MANDY:  Something about this place. Come on! (MANDY moves to the 

door, followed by PRU and then PHYLLIS, who form a line behind 
MANDY. At that moment, ADDIE looks IN DOWN RIGHT and sees 
the other GIRLS. She looks back, nods for the OTHERS to follow 
and ENTERS DOWN RIGHT. ADDIE then gets behind PHYLLIS. 
DOROTHY, JO, GLORIA, LULU and FRANKIE ENTER behind her 
in single fi le. Almost at the door, without looking back, MANDY nods 
for them to keep going. PRU then nods to PHYLLIS, who turns and 
nods at ADDIE. Then, just before they reach the door, PHYLLIS 
screams and points to the OTHERS. Then EVERYONE screams.)
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MANDY:  (Wheels around.) What happened?!
PHYLLIS:  Suddenly we got a posse! (MANDY, PRU and PHYLLIS 

line up and face the other GIRLS, also now in a line.)
PRU:  Who’re you?
ADDIE:  We’re the Ghostbusters.
JO:  Yeah. Who you gonna call?
MANDY:  Were you making all those noises?
LULU:  Oh, you’d like us to believe that one, wouldn’t you?
PHYLLIS:  You’re from Hoover High, aren’t you?
ADDIE:  That’s right. And you’re from Jenkins.
PRU:  Then you were the ones who left that skeleton here, weren’t you?
GLORIA:  We did not! It was here when we got here.
DOROTHY:  You left him here!
PHYLLIS:  Nuh-uh! It was already here when we got here.
FRANKIE:  (Indicates UP RIGHT.) In the closet?
MANDY:  (Same time as FRANKIE.) On the couch? (The GIRLS 

FREEZE and then look at each other.)
ADDIE:  On the couch?
PRU:  (Same time as ADDIE.) In the closet?
MANDY:  Hold it! If it was in the closet, then show us.
FRANKIE:  Well, that’s the thing, see. He sort of… left.
LULU:  If it was on the couch, then you show us.
PHYLLIS:  We moved him!
PRU:  That’s right. (Points to the chair.) To the chair there.
FRANKIE:  Fine. (Moves to the chair and starts to remove the 

cover.)
MANDY:  But… it sort of… got up and left there, too.
PRU:  Hold on! Are you kidding us? You moved it… didn’t you?
JO:  (Shakes her head.) No. (Some of the other HOOVER GIRLS 

shake their heads as well.) And you didn’t move it, either?
PRU:  No. (MANDY and PHYLLIS also shake their heads. Unseen by 

the GIRLS, KNIGHTFAL ENTERS DOWN LEFT.)
GLORIA:  Then you know what I think should be moved now?
PHYLLIS:  Us? (They ALL nod their heads and rush DOWN LEFT, 

with PHYLLIS in the lead. When they get there, PHYLLIS sees 
KNIGHTFAL and screams, followed by the OTHERS.)

KNIGHTFAL:  All right, settle down, now.
DOROTHY:  It’s the cops!
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MANDY:  Saaay, you kids at Hoover are sharp!
KNIGHTFAL:  (Calls OFF DOWN LEFT.) You were right, there are 

kids in here. (Moves INTO the room, followed by WATCHETT.) 
GLORIA:  We weren’t doing anything, Offi cer, really!
WATCHETT:  Then how about you not do anything someplace else? 

Say, in your own homes?
KNIGHTFAL:  Or would you rather us call your folks to come and take 

you home?
ADDIE:  No, that’s okay. I just now got the car back after Jo and 

I— (JO slaps her on the shoulder.)
WATCHETT:  After you what? (KNIGHTFAL and WATCHETT both 

take an obvious interest in this.)
JO:  Never mind.
KNIGHTFAL:  Come on, now. All of you. Let’s get out of here and— 

(Looks UP RIGHT.)
WATCHETT:  You don’t want to have happen to you what happened 

to those other kids back a few years ago!
KNIGHTFAL:  (Speaks to an empty space.) You, too. (Moves closer 

to the closet.) Don’t just stand there. (The OTHERS all turn and 
look.)

WATCHETT:  Hal? What’re you—?
PRU:  Who’s he talking to?
KNIGHTFAL:  Don’t pretend you don’t hear me, son!
FRANKIE:  But… there’s nobody there.
GLORIA:  I don’t see anybody. (To the OTHERS.) You see anybody? 

(Some shake their heads.)
FRANKIE:  You mean… like I saw someone that nobody else saw?!
PHYLLIS:  (To FRANKIE.) You saw somebody that wasn’t there?
KNIGHTFAL:  (Turns to WATCHETT.) What are you talking about?
WATCHETT:  Hal, there’s no one there.
KNIGHTFAL:  Oh, don’t start trying those dumb tricks with me!
WATCHETT:  Hal, trust me. There’s no one— (Just then the closet 

door UP RIGHT SWINGS OPEN.)
KNIGHTFAL:  Don’t think you can run away from me! (Rushes UP 

RIGHT and EXITS, slamming the door behind him. The GIRLS 
ALL look at WATCHETT.)

WATCHETT:  He’s… he’s due for a vacation.
ADDIE:  But he said he saw someone.
FRANKIE:  You don’t think there really is—?
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WATCHETT:  Now, now, everyone. I’m sure there’s a rational 
explanation here. (Looks back at the closet.) Probably just a trick 
of the light in here. (Takes a few steps UP RIGHT.)

PRU:  (To GLORIA.) You know, I’m starting to believe you didn’t leave 
that skeleton here. 

WATCHETT:  (Freezes in his tracks and turns to the OTHERS.) 
What? What did you say about a… a skeleton?

MANDY:  There was this… this skeleton here when we got here 
tonight.

WATCHETT:  Where?
MANDY:  On the couch.
DOROTHY:  (Same time as MANDY.) In the closet.
FRANKIE:  Let’s not start that again!
WATCHETT:  A… a... like a human skeleton?
PHYLLIS:  That’s right, Offi cer. And he was wearing clothes. (To the 

HOOVER GIRLS.) Well, ours was wearing clothes, was yours?
FRANKIE:  Uh-huh.
LULU:  (Nods.) Shirt, shoes, sort of faded pants. Kinda looked like 

Dockers, I thought. (To the other HOOVER GIRLS.) Did those 
look like Dockers to you?

GLORIA:  I thought they—
WATCHETT:  Never mind! Now, why don’t you all just leave now? 

We’ll handle it from here on.
ADDIE:  We?
WATCHETT:  Offi cer Knightfal and I.
JO:  But where is Offi cer Knightfal?
PRU:  He ran in that closet.
WATCHETT:  I know. But I can’t leave here without my partner.
MANDY:  Well, neither can we. There are a couple of boys that came 

with us here tonight.
PHYLLIS:  And they’re still here, in the house, somewhere.
MANDY:  Clyde and Sherman.
ADDIE:  Wait. You have a couple of guys that came with you? (The 

JENKINS GIRLS nod.)
JO:  So did we!
DOROTHY:  Nick and Murphy.
MANDY:  And they went off to investigate, right?
DOROTHY:  Uh-huh.
PHYLLIS:  After they told you all to wait in here?
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ADDIE:  I think I’m starting to catch on now.
PRU:  Why, those rats!
GLORIA:  They’re working together, I’ll bet!
LULU:  Getting us all down here together!
MANDY:  And making us hear things!
FRANKIE:  And see things!
PRU:  Yeah, they’re probably doing all this!
WATCHETT:  Like making my partner see someone that wasn’t there?
ADDIE:  Well— (Realizes this isn’t possible and turns to the OTHERS. 

All the GIRLS huddle together.)
PHYLLIS:  Uh-oh!
WATCHETT:  Oh, this has gone on long enough! (Moves UP 

RIGHT.)
FRANKIE:  What’re you going to do, Offi cer?
WATCHETT:  I’ll fi nd Hal, and then we’re all going to leave here. 

(Turns to the closet.) And never, never, ever come back. (Reaches 
for the doorknob.) Ready?

DOROTHY:  As ready as we’ll ever be.
WATCHETT:  Right. (Yanks open the door, but there is nothing in the 

closet.)
PRU:  (After a slight pause.) Well, wasn’t that anticlimactic. (The 

other GIRLS turn to her.) I got an “A” in English last semester. 
(WATCHETT EXITS UP RIGHT. The GIRLS start to fan out in the 
room.)

GLORIA:  Okay, I’m really starting not to like this.
LULU:  Just now?
MANDY:  Look, we can fi gure all this out if we just work together.
ADDIE:  And how do we do that?
MANDY:  Well, take that stuff with the skeleton. First it shows up, and 

then it leaves.
DOROTHY:  And we appreciate that very much.
MANDY:  But what if we try to fi nd it again?
JO:  I fail to see the necessity.
FRANKIE:  But when we saw it, it was in the closet there.
GLORIA:  And that’s empty.
PHYLLIS:  But when we saw it, it was on the couch there.
ADDIE:  Fine. (Lifts up the couch cover.) Let’s see if it’s— (Her eyes 

widen.) Oh, no! (The other GIRLS shy away from her. Some hug 
each other.)
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PHYLLIS:  What?!
JO:  What is it? 
ADDIE:  (Reaches under the cover and pulls out a newspaper page.) 

It’s page 17!
GLORIA:  Oh, for heaven’s sake!
PRU:  What? What’s she talking about?
JO:  Here! (Pulls the newspaper from her back pocket.) This! We 

found an old newspaper with a story about Professor Stitch.
ADDIE:  (Waves the page.) And here’s the rest of the story. (Opens up 

the folded page and reads to herself.)
DOROTHY:  Thank you, Paul Harvey. 
WATCHETT:  (ENTERS UP RIGHT, closes the door.) I don’t know 

where he went, but he’s not in there.
LULU:  But we saw him go in there!
WATCHETT:  I know. I took classes in observation and identifi cation.
MANDY:  What kind of grade did you make?
WATCHETT:  Well, I wasn’t at the top of the class, but—never mind!
DOROTHY:  It’s this house. I’m starting to believe…
JO:  What?
DOROTHY:  That maybe it really is… haunted. (JO shrieks.)
ALL:  (Turn to JO. Ad-lib.) Will you stop that? Chill out! What is wrong 

with you? (Etc.)
JO:  Sorry. It’s this house. It—
PRU:  Brings out the opera singer in you?
WATCHETT:  So, you girls have heard the stories about the house, 

then?
LULU:  Of course.
GLORIA:  Right.
MANDY:  And what stories have you heard, Offi cer?
WATCHETT:  You know. How Old Man Stitch had this chemical or gas 

or something that would eat away a person’s fl esh and only leave 
the bones and clothes?

LULU/DOROTHY/JO/PHYLLIS:  Oh!
PRU:  Do you have anything with a happy ending?
ADDIE:  (Looks at the paper.) This doesn’t make sense.
WATCHETT:  Well, sense or not, I say we all get out of here. (Moves 

DOWN RIGHT.)
JO:  Without the guys?
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WATCHETT:  I’ll just check a bit for my partner, and then when I say 
we go— (In one sudden move, he swings open the DOWN RIGHT 
door and a skeleton, now dressed in a policeman’s uniform, falls 
out on top of him.) —Ahhh!

PHYLLIS:  We goooo! (ALL the GIRLS scramble, push, claw at each 
other and rush OUT DOWN LEFT, screaming.)

JO:  Get out of my way!
LULU:  Look out!
GLORIA:  Coming through! (They’re OUT.)
WATCHETT:  (Holds up the skeleton and looks at it.) Ha… Hal? 

(BLACKOUT.)
End of ACT ONE

ACT TWO
LIGHTS UP:  It is a few minutes later. There is no one in the living 
room. After a brief pause, NICK slams open the UP LEFT door and 
jumps INTO the room.
NICK:  Ah haaa! 
MURPHY:  (Inside the doorway, looks over NICK’S shoulder.) You 

made your grand entrance. Are you happy now? Did you scare 
everybody?

NICK:  (Moves to the couch.) Nobody to scare. Where’d everybody 
go?

MURPHY:  (Moves next to NICK.) I don’t know. Maybe they all got 
scared and ran out the front door.

NICK:  Nuh-uh. I told them to wait right here. They’re up to something, 
you watch. You heard all that screaming a minute ago, didn’t you?

MURPHY:  I thought that was you.
NICK:  Will you stop? (Moves DOWN RIGHT.) I tell you there’s more 

going on here than just us.
MURPHY:  (Follows.) Aw, don’t tell me you’re starting to believe all 

that junk now?
NICK:  I’m just saying… well…
MURPHY:  You think this old place is haunted?
NICK:  Let’s just say I like to keep an open mind. We’re going to get to 

the bottom of all this if it—
MURPHY:  (After a slight pause.) If it what? (Looks around.)
NICK:  If it’s the last thing I do. (EXITS DOWN RIGHT.)
MURPHY:  It may be the last thing any of us does. (Turns to see NICK 

has exited.) Hey! (Rushes OFF after NICK and closes the door. 
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES

ONSTAGE:  An old weather-beaten couch and a large, wingback chair, 
both covered with dusty-looking canvases (CENTER STAGE); a 
full-sized plastic human skeleton, fully clothed in shirt, pants 
and shoes (hanging on the inside of the closet door); a second 
skeleton, identically clothed (under the couch cover). Additional 
optional furniture pieces might include an old-fashioned desk or 
other small table. If necessary, cut the UP CENTER staircase and 
simply add a fi fth door or hallway opening.

BROUGHT ON, ACT ONE:
Flashlight (NICK)
Large knife (PROFESSOR STITCH)
Old newspaper (ADDIE)
“Page 17” of the newspaper (PEG or RUTHIE or EXTRA)

BROUGHT ON, ACT TWO:
Gum (SHERMAN)
Gun (WATCHETT)
Flashlight (ZOMBIE)
Pad and pen, pistol (RILEY)
CD (KNIGHTFAL)
Ax (RUTHIE)

SOUND EFFECTS
Creaking door, various moaning sounds, knocking, various thunderclaps, 
gunshots, creepy laughter.

FLEXIBLE CASTING
RUTHIE plays the NEW PROFESSOR STITCH in the fi nal scene. 
RUTHIE, PEG and ZOMBIE can be either female or male roles.

COSTUMES
The teens dress in ordinary contemporary attire. The three police 
offi cers wear uniforms. Aside from this, the only special costume 
needs are the following:
NICK and CLYDE both wear athletic jackets.
LULU is extra fashionable.
WATCHETT wears beard stubble. He requires a second, torn shirt for 

ACT TWO.
PROFESSOR STITCH (the fi rst one) has wild hair and wears a 

stained lab coat and thick glasses.
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NEW PROFESSOR STITCH wears a mask that makes “him” look 
somewhat older and scarier than the fi rst and has cobwebs 
draped over “his” shoulders.

ZOMBIE is dressed as a student but covered in dust with a pale, 
sunken face mask.

PLASTIC SKELETONS wear shirts, pants and shoes, and one of 
them is also later changed into a policeman’s uniform. This 
could be KNIGHTFAL’S uniform or a spare that looks just like 
KNIGHTFAL’S.

THE SKELETONS
The staging is easiest if you have two plastic skeletons, but if you are 
only able to obtain one, you can move it from the closet onto the sofa 
before the JENKINS GROUP enters by having a light switch near the 
library door which the HOOVER KIDS can fl ip as they exit into the 
library. Then, during the brief blackout, stagehands can make the 
switch. The JENKINS KIDS would then use the light switch by the 
front door as they enter, and adjust the lines about the lights being 
left on.

DOORS OPENING AND CLOSING
To keep audiences on their toes during the “revelation” scenes where 
doors appear to be opening and closing by themselves, your set could 
have dummy door knobs—instead of having the latch along the door 
edge, you could use a cupboard or cabinet latch (the kind of thing 
that makes kitchen cupboards stay shut). Magnets aren’t very good 
because if you slam the door, it can swing open again. At the bottom 
of the door on the OFFSTAGE side, add a small eye screw. You can 
tie black or brown-painted clothesline to the eye screw (fi shing line is 
another option, but if it breaks, you’re out of luck).  Someone offstage 
can pull the line, and the door will close. To make the door open by 
itself, use a black or brown dowel, and again, at fl oor level, use it to 
push the door open. Or you can simply attach the dowel to the bottom 
of the door and use it to push and pull as needed.
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We hope you’ve enjoyed    
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267

We’re here to help!


